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				Looks like you are lost!

                Don't worry, if you were looking for a good escape, browse our healthy holiday options below.


                
					


	
		
			
				
					
						Select Destination
Africa
Americas
Arabian Gulf
Asia
Caribbean
Europe
Indian Ocean
New Zealand


					

				

				
					
						Select Experience
Adult Only
Anti Stress
Detox Retreats
Family Holidays
Fitness holiday
Hiking
Medical Spa
Meditation
Travelling solo
Weight Loss
Yoga
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			While you're here...

        We can tailor-make a fabulous healthy holiday for you, whether you prefer multi-activity or deep relaxation – or a blend of both. How about a luxury healthy villa holiday in Andalusia, Marrakech or Corfu? Or a detox retreat?
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                Adult Only

                

                
                  About
Even if you love children, sometimes you just want to get away to somewhere special where you know that you are going to find peace and not be disturbed.
This can                

              

                
                  
                      Discover Adult Only                  
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                Anti Stress

                

                
                  Taking time out to alleviate stress is important if stress is getting in the way of a balanced lifestyle and potentially even affecting your health. These retreats not only work                
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                Detox Retreats

                

                
                  Detox retreats and detox programmes
Detox retreats or detox programmes are a great opportunity to give your body a break. A detox retreat is a 'set-date' holiday where you'll be part                
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                Family Holidays

                

                
                  About
Family holidays are precious times together, that's why it's so important to get it right. We have a collection of our favourite family-friendly hotels worldwide across different budget levels. These                
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                Fitness holiday

                

                
                  It's so much easier to focus on your fitness training while you're on holiday rather than whilst juggling a hectic life at home. Fitness holidays mean you have time to                
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                Group retreats

                

                
                  Group wellness retreats provide an excellent opportunity to kick-start your fitness journey, encouraged by professionals and surrounded by like-minded people.

From two nights of yoga to a seven night luxury, rejuvenating                
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                Hiking

                

                
                  If you want to include hiking in your holiday just let us know whether you are keen to include a couple of hikes in your overall break, or whether you                
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                Holidays for couples

                

                
                  A holiday is precious time for you to spend together as a couple, which may be for a honeymoon, a special birthday or anniversary, or just a much needed escape.                
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                Juice Detox

                

                
                  With so many people now living busy, metropolitan lives and consuming  and so much processed food, it's become increasingly important to detox regularly.

In order to function successfully, your body needs                
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                Luxury Rail

                

                
                  All aboard for a luxury rail experience
We specialise in creating tailor-made luxury rail holidays, with a predominant focus on the breathtaking landscapes of Canada. Our signature experience includes the renowned                
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                Medical Spa

                

                
                  A medical spa offers a relaxing spa environment but combines this with an optional medical approach as well. At a medical spa you can expect to find  to obtain a                
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                Meditation

                

                
                  There has been a steady increase in the number of enquiries for meditation programmes as well as those that simply just want to incorporate some meditation in their wider experiences                
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                Mountain Biking

                

                
                  Mountain biking is a fabulous way of exploring the great outdoors and getting fit at the same time.
Choose from the Italian Dolomites, The Atlas Mountains, Morocco, Majorca, Capetown or incorporate                
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                Natural Wildlife

                

                
                  Natural wildlife holidays are a fantastic way to experience the beauty and diversity of nature. From safaris in South Africa to wildlife spotting in Canada, there are a wide range                
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                Padel Tennis

                

                
                  Padel tennis holidays are great choice for something that's fun and social! It's also easy to pick up, which is perfect if you're looking to try out something new whilst                
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                Pilates

                

                
                  Pilates has become, like yoga, hugely popular in recent times. It's a physical fitness system developed in the early 20th century by Joseph Pilates.

He originally called his method Contrology, because                
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                Ranch Holidays

                

                
                  About
For the outdoors adventurer, a dude ranch holiday is exhilarating and exciting and it's a wonderful experience whether you're a keen rider or not. Whether you're on horseback or hiking,                
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                Road Biking

                

                
                  Road biking gets more popular every year and is a fabulous way of touring the countryside and getting fit at the same time.

Whatever your age, fitness or experience, we can                
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                Safari

                

                
                  Experiencing the habitat of Africa's wild animals while on safari is one of life's great adventures.

We have a selection of lodges in South Africa for you to choose from and                
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                Sailing

                

                
                  Our expertise is primarily focused on Croatia and Montenegro where we have years of experience chartering yachts and can tailor-make the perfect sailing holiday for you, your friends and your                
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                Scuba Diving

                

                
                  If you've never experienced the wonders of the undersea world, we can arrange for you to learn to dive or, if you're a seasoned pro, we can add a day                
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                Skiing

                

                
                  We have hand-picked a selection of luxury chalets and boutique spa hotels in Europe's top ski destinations for the perfect skiing holiday. Wherever you choose to go, you can be                
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                Sleep Better

                

                
                  There are a number of specialist venues offering specific programmes to help people achieve a better night's sleep. You can choose from programmes across Europe and Asia and discover how                
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                Snorkelling

                

                
                  Snorkelling is the perfect aquatic recreation for both adults and children. It's good exercise and great fun, and the perfect way to explore the inlets and coves on your holiday                
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                Spa

                

                
                  We have travelled the world sourcing the best spa hotels and resorts, ensuring that we only offer those that we know and love.  Choose from the UK, short haul or                
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                Surfing

                

                
                  Whether you wish to surf or body board, whether you’re a pro or want to try surfing for the first time, we recommend several fabulous destinations...

Whichever you choose, our instructors                
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                Tennis

                

                
                  If you're keen to play tennis whilst on your holiday or would like to learn, many of our destinations have excellent facilities and coaches.  We will gladly advise you on                
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                The Great Outdoors

                

                
                  For repeat adventurers or those looking to tick off a bucket list experience the great outdoors offers a wide variety of holiday options to escape the hustle and bustle of                
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                Trail Running

                

                
                  Trail running is a fantastic way of combining the thrill of exploring the countryside with a great work out.
We currently have three great destinations for trail running: Cape Town, Majorca, Madeira

Cape Town:  During                
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                Travelling solo

                

                
                  If you're choosing to travel solo on this holiday you will want to be sure that the holiday and destination you choose will enable you to feel comfortable from the                
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                Villas

                

                
                  Tailor-made villa holidays are a fabulous way of ensuring that everyone enjoys their perfect holiday, even if everyone in the family or group of friends has different interests.

We have a                
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                Watersports

                

                
                  By 'watersports' we mean all sorts of different options will be on offer, such as water skiing, sailing, kayaking, and being towed behind speed boats in a variety of different                
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                Weight Loss

                

                
                  The Healthy Holiday Company has successfully been helping people find the best weight loss retreats for the past 20 years. Our team of experts will happily advise on the best                
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                Wellness Retreats

                

                
                  Finding dedicated time for yourself can inevitably be a challenge at home, where the conflicting demands on your time are ever present, and oh-so visible. If you haven’t considered a                
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                Yoga

                

                
                  Whether you would like to try yoga for the first time or you have been practising for years, we can recommend the best  holiday for you. We offer specialist yoga                

              

                
                  
                      Discover Yoga                  
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				With over 15 years experience, we’re travel experts
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				Fully tailored holidays, exactly as you want them.

				

						
							
							Let us plan your holiday							
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				All of our holidays are financially protected by the ATOL scheme and Protected Trust Services.

				

						
							
							learn about atol scheme							
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				Our experienced team at your destination will look after you every step of the way.

				

						
							
							discover more about us							
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